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The status of secret societies in relation to the high
school oupil and high school life in general has long been
a vexatious and exceedingly difficult rroblem for school
authorities, law courts, parents, and pupils alike. The nur-
pose of this study of secret societies is to relate the ex-
periences of soT.e leading high schools; to make as definite
a statement as possible of this particular phase of social
life in the secondary school and to note the advantages and
disadvantages of such societies, especially from the stand-
points of discipline, moral value, and scholarship.
In addition the author will endeavor to form some con-
clusions as to whether the fraternity or sorority, generally
a secret society, shall be considered a welcome addition to
the social life of the high school, to be met with remedial
or substitution measures when necessary, or an evil to be
dealt with strenuously. The nos i t i on of school authorities
in their relations with these societies will, as far as
Dossible, be clearly shown so that definite conclusio'-s a-
bout secret societies in the high school may be reached.
This discussion will not enter into the college frat-
ernity question, for the college fraternity and sorority
present an entirely different problem from that of the se-
cret society in the high school. College students are much
older and capable of exercising more mature .judgment. A real
need is supplied to college .young men and women away from
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home life. The high school pupil, unlike the college stu-
(?ent, is much younger, more immature and lives at home.
Home life is thus provided, and family life assured.
In in ve s t i ga t ing the protlem of secret societies, ques-
tionnaiies were sent out by committees appointed by conven-
tions of the Uational Educational Associations of 13C4 and
lacs.
In iaC5, a committee appointed by President A'iiliam
Harper of the Jniversity of Chicago, after a study of the
question, made an extended report to the Conference of Aca-
demies and High Schools meeting at the University of Chicago.
In addition, helpful articles v.ere written by S. J.
A'et trick, I. u;. Travell, Pnilander B. Eohlsaat, end lien C.
Perkins. The most consistent investigator end authority was
lilbert E. '.'iorr i son .
To better understand the situation from a personal view-
point, the author orepared and sent out to principals of high
schools in the I!ew England states a Questionnaire regarding
secret societies. The answers received afford an illumina-
ting insight into present conditions and offer much valuable
material as to how various high schools strive to keep their
school activities democratic.
To consider the various angles of secret societies and
the incidents regarding them, it has been necessary to con-
sult extensively educational magazines for materiel. The
com.bination of available educational material written on the
subject, together with the comprehensive viewpoints of the
recent questionnaire should allow for a better understand ing
of the problem of secret societies in relation to the high school.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2017 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
https://archive.org/details/secretsocietiesiOOshan
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HISTCPY C? Tgg ??AT^?inTY AND SC^CPITY
In 1894 there first sprang up in the high sehrols of this
country secret societies patterned after the college and uni-
versity fraternities. The inspiration for these societies came
partly from a desire for more social Life in the school, and
partly from principals who had found their own college societies
a distinct benefit. The high school fraternities were quickly
followed by sororities, and both of these organizations thrived
harmlessly for awhile. They were generally silly, but in the
main, innocuous. As secret societies increased in numbers,
they were strengthened by a national chapter system all over
the country. They became an increasingly powerful influence
until about 19C8. At this time they were a dominating element
in many schools so that any challenge of their supremacy and
position was accompanied by an outburst of disapproval and a
storm of resistance.
1
The early history of high school secret societies is some-
what obscure end lacking in the matter of definite records.
The first Ireek letter society in a high school of which any
record can be found was the Alpha Phi, a literary society,
which became a part of a fraternity in 187d. Charters existed
in a number of schools in Hew York, Hew Jersey, and Delav.’are.
2
The growth of secret societies, however, was slow until IJCb^.
They increased so rapidly in the years that followed up to
1-
''Are Secret Societies s Danger to our fij-h Schools'^’’ Li.
Tvlelius, review- of reviews, 7ol. 35, pp. 338-9, (Sect. 1937)
2-
'’Ar2'uments Against High School Prstsrnit ies
.
s. s". Travis,
Hduca., XXIX, 'Apr. 1939^ o. 517
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1914 thet an artfal .Tianipuls 1 1 on of the Ireek alphabet was
renuiied to make necessary distinctions.
1
The school secret society is one illustration of the
universal tendency toward organization. The tendency to form
tribes, clans, hordes, bands, cliques, guilds, unions, socie-
ties and confederations of one form or another has manifested
itself since the earliest recorded times. The feeling of
strength in some form of anion is an instinct both in man and
the lower animal, In the brute world, animals form together
2
in flocks and herds for mutual protection. In the financial
world, men unite their finances and forces into corporations,
companies and associations; in the social world, they form
societies and clubs. The tendency toward some form of or-
ganization on the part of human beings may then be said to be
instinctive, and so high school pupils have brought into being
secret societies as a result of a natural craving for some
sort of school organization.
Sociability is one of the most marked characteristics of
the neriod of adolescence, with the result that high school
boys and girls have a natural desire for companionship and
association 'with f^ellow pupils of their own age. High school
pupils naturally enough form groups for such team games as
football and baseball, for debating and other similar activi-
1-
''£ecret 3ocieties~Tn the His:h School.” F. . C. Hill, Educ.
Feview, lllll, p. 169, f?eb. 1912)
2-
”3ecret Fraternities in High Schools.” 1. B. Morrison,
national Educ. Assn. Bulletin 1904, p. 485
E-”The Influence of Sororities.” I. Claris Seelye, ladies H.J.
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vities. 2at, still further did this inv^sird craving for or-
ganization OR the part of certain high school pupils exoress
itself ty the formation of fraternities for hoys and sororit-
ies for girls. To the fraternities and sororities v^es added
the element of secrecy 'A’hich J. 7/. Johnson says ’’is undoubted-
ly responsible for much of the charm and attractiveness sur-
rounding- such organizations.’’
1
In a study of the influence of fraternities in secondary
schools around Chicago, it was found that national and local
secret societies were almost equal in number, that faculty
control was almost totally lacking, and that in fully three-
quarters of the schools having organizations of the fratern-
ity end sorority type there were no set standards of admission




school prominence were all qualifications for membership.
2
Whenever a fiaternity was able to afford it, a chapter-
house or rooms vere rented, otherwise meetings were held in
homes of members or in borrowed quarters. Sororities differed
from fraternities in that meetings were held, generally with-
out ezception, in the homes of the girls. Social meetings of
both the fraternity and sorority were for the most cart held
outside the school building and beyond school supervision.
rx.
It is not inferred here that secret societies are the
proper form of outlet for this organizing tendency of adol-
1-
”Frotlems of Soyhood.” Bib. 7/or Id
,
XIII I, (June 14) p. 2:^2
2-
”lnflu€nce of Fraternities In Secondary Schools. ’’ S.
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esence, tat that this type of society has teen resorted to
by certain groups of high school students to satiate a desire
for group relationship not otherwise provided by the school
authorities.
Throughout the history of secret societies there has been
contention both for and against the fraternity and the soror-
ity in high school life. Arguments of both sides will be cre-
sented
,
together with the findings of law courts in regard to
fraternity cases.- Parents of high school pupils are usually
indifferent, but sometimes frie^^.dly toward secret societies
for their offspring. The more serious parents disapprove.
Many who disapprove in their hearts, lack the courage to say
no. As a Wisconsin high school princioel remarks: '’Parents
in general have no sense where children are concerned. Per-




To solidify end strengtnen opoosition to the formation
and continuation of secret societies in high schools, eight-
een states by 1922 had laws placed on their statute books
prohibiting such organizations in the states concerned. The
eighteen states are as follows: California, Colorado, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, ^laine, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Montana, Webrasks, New Jersey, '^hio, '"klahoma,
Oregon, Vermont and Washington. Massachusetts alone, en-
powers the school committee of °oston to deal with secret
societies as it sees fit. Investigation by the writer has
2
1-
" Influence of ^’raferni t ie s in Secondary Schools.’’ S. P.
Smith, school review, XIII, fJan. 1905) p. 7
2-
'’Hi,3:h School KraterniMes . " Editorial, School Peview, XXXI ,
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not resulted in discovery of a naterial change since 1 j 22
in the stove List of states having such laws.
Two stateniients published as recently as 1J28 in the I'lew
York Times indicate that the problem of high school fratern-
ities is a live and important issue in the city of Hew York.
The first statement is as follows;
’’Mandamus proceedings will be invoked by the national
Board of Alpha Phi Pi, a national high school fraternity, to
test the legality of a recent resolution of the Hew /ork City
Board of Education vfhich would prohibit membership in secret
to hi 2:h school nucils.”
1
In other words, membership entailed secrecy was thought as
desirable by this national high school fraternity. The
second statement ’"'ollows;
’’The board of education is determined to enforce its
constitutional by-law which bars members of secret societies
in the high school from offices in scholastics or athletics.
President leorge J. Pyan said that body would welcome legal
proceedings to test the validity of the provision threate".ed
by the ITational Board of Alpha Phi Pi, a national high school
fraternity . ’’
2
Becret societies since their inception many years amo
have persisted in their existence within the high seh'ol
ranks. Hot alone in Hew York City as of 1J23, but even today
within the Hew England states secret societies exist in hl^h
schools, as 8 recent questionnaire sent out by the author will
testify in a later section of this study. The problem o'’^ the
secret society is omnipresent before the eyes of school auth-
orities, and one that is still deserving of careful consider-
ation by modern educators of youth.
1-
”ProbleTi of :ii?h behool fraternities in Hew York City."
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In a thoroughgoing analysis of secret societies at the
high school level, it is necessary to include both affirma-
tive and negative opinions in regard to the value to such
societies for the high school boy or girl. This chapter is
devoted to the presentation of views entertained by those
who support the contention that the societies are worth
while. Although somewhat brief, they nevertheless represent
the convictions of a 'action, zealous and sincere in uphold-
ing the continued existence of such societies.
The proponents, in brief, hold that secret societies
develon the social phase of student life, tend to gratify the
organixing instinct, appease a desiie for exclusiveness, and
give a successful as well as necessary ir.itation of college
life for the hi^h school student. Secret societies, they
1
say, accomclish these things in such a way that tuese organ-
izations prove themselves very useful to' the individual stu-
dent as well as the school at large, and that school disci-
pline, spirit, and scholarship are assisted and encouraged
alona- with student friendshics, and loyalties.
2
Piiefly its advocates say that the sorority '"‘or girls
encourages a strong, active, healthy school spirit; that
the members feel the responsibility of promoting tne social
life of the institution in which it exists; that the mem-
bers are bound together by strong bonds of comradeship; that
1-
'’The~SviTs of Jirlsf Secret Societies.’’ 1. 1. Jones, "adies
Home Journal, XXi'/, ^Cct. 13'"7) o. 26
2-
”Secondery School Jraternities not a factor in Determinin;?
Scholarsh in . T. H. Zohlsast
,
School Feview, XII,
(March 19C5) n. 272
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the older girls offer worth while guidance to younger soror-
ity meirters
; and that the sorority helps a girl by increasinar
her happiness through association with other girls and by
offering her opcortunity for social advancement.
1
Philander B . Kohlsaat, principal of the lewis Institute
of Chicago, has long been a defender of the fraternity type
of organization in high schools, basing his views upon e?:-
ceriences in his own school. Bstablished in 18^c, the lewis
Institute was a co-educat iona 1 polytechnic school that charged
a quarterly fee of twenty dollars. In llCb, there were approx-
imately one thousand students attending the school. Accord-
ing to I£r. Kohlsaat, the influences tnat affected the student
life of his institution were practically identical ” ith those
ocereting in the average city high school. He further was of
the belief that the tuition fee charged students did not 'rske
the lewis Institute exclusive, since all grades of society
v’.ere represented in the student body. Mr. Kohlsaat is of the
firm opinion that secret societies ai e not to be condemned
in their influence toward the high school students, but on
the contrary, provide an outlet for the organizing instinct
of adolescents.
2
In answer to critics who express the belief that the
high school secret society affects adversely the scholarship
records of its members. Principal Kohlsaat avers 'that in the
lewis Institute and in the ordinary city high schools the
1-
"The EHls~of lirls' Secret Societies."' 1. I. Jones, "''adies
Home Journal, XXI 7, fCct. 19071 p. 26
2-
'Secondary School Preternities not a Pactor in Determining
Scholarship.’’ P. B. Kohlsaat, School Peview, XII,
(March 19C5) o. 272
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frsternit.y is not a factor in the determinating- of scholar-
ship, whatever the other influences may be. The real factor
is the lack of studirusness on the part of those boys who s:o
into fraternities. Teie there in secondary schools no such
organi zat ions as fraternities, there would still be a deter-





with the vice of lowering scholarship the frat-
ernities, as or 3:6ni zat i ons
,
cannot .iustly be char^red,’’
1
During the year 1112, lien C. Perkins, principal of the
Tucson ^Arizona) ligh School, in discussing the affairs of
his scnool said that there were some advantageous elements to
1: e found in the fraternities of the Tucson High School. In
his opinion, these fraternities seemed, first, to develop
courtesy; second, the m.embers took an active part in school
affairs; third, the friendshin and loyalty which the members




To repudiate the charge that secret societies develop
the feeling of exclusiveness on the, part 0 high school mem-
bers, Marguerite Bigelow, an investigator of Ireek letter
: r gani za t i ons , is of the opinion that even unorganized friend-
ship, if it is to be at all intimate, is to a certain extent
exclusive. likewise, she believes it is possible that if
there were no fraternity system, and if there never had been
any, the groups in our schools would be essentially the same.
To her. rost yirls and boys have the gang Instinct, but others
are born free lances, and of this latter sort are the ones
who do not ’’draw bids.” Thus, secret society members are
4
1- ”Secondary School Praternitles not a Factor in De ter nining
Scholarshio. ” P. P. Pohlssat, School leview, XII,
(March UCb) p. 27
Z
2- ’’Elimine t i on of Fraternities and Sororities in the Tucson
High School. ' 1. Perkins, School Heview, XXXI,
rMarch 1122) p. 224
2-” The Ireek Society: A Menace or a Help^*” M. " . Bigelow,
Hduc. Magazine, XXIX, (Sept. 1JC8^ o. 25
4-
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.
It is especially vvorthy of attention to notice that in
defending the fraternities and sororities of schools in the
vicinity of Chicago in 13C5, a committee of parents gave pre-
cisely the same arguments in their favor as have been given
here. inly upon one matter iid they differ v.'ith most defend-
eiE and that was in the matter of how secret the meetings
should be. The committee felt that a faculty advisor should
be at all meetings and that secrecy should not be en'oyed at
^atheiings of these societies. fraternities and sororities
rightfully exist, the committee affirmed, but with a member
of the school faculty present at all meetings. By having
such a ^ecjlty member present at meetings of this kind, the
seciecy element has been minimized, and it may be inferred
that by removing this element the parents were acting to
safesruard their children. fraternities and sororities lack-
1
ing total isolation from the school authority are far less
of an evil according to the sentiments of these parents.
1- "Li c-cussi on of High Sch'oi fraternities and ooror it ies .
Committee of Paients, fiementary dchooi Teacher, XLLVll,
(Sept. 13C5) p. 43
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AF TS AJAlNoT THE 33CF3T 3CCISTY
''.'any and varied In terTiinnlo^y are tne expressions of
disar-orovsl er.ployed in condernin'' the influence and exist-
ence of hirh-scbool secret societies, hut it is the purpose
of the Arlter to discuss after careful consideration, the
oh,;ection£tle features of these organizations both concisely
and coTipr ehensi VC ly . All arguments a-cainst secret societies
may be said to include conts'tions that such orgs nizat i ons
are undemocra t ic ,• de ve lop false standards of life, have a
bad effect upon school spirit, sdversel/ affect the scholar-
ship records of society memh’rs, bring politics and cliques
into the legitimate organization of the school, and that the
high-school period is too young for fraternity and sorority
life, .iudging from the unstableness of morel standards to be
found amon;? its members. Further, evidence shows that the
1
fraternity and sorority brazenly defy school authority in no
uncertain terms. However, in a chacter dealing w'.th court
2
cases between school secret organ! zat i or-.s and school author-
ities, such a viev/point can adequately be shown by a nresent-
ation of the facts involved in these lit i ’•at ions
.
IvleratershiD in coth the fraternity and sorority is usually
limited in number and is open to those who have been selected
by all the members according to standards not generally known
and often quite artificial, such as personal appearance and
manner of dress, together with the family social standing of
1-
'’3ecret Societies in High Schools. ' P. . C. Hill, Pduca.
Review, XTIJI, (Feb. 1912.) c. 173
2-
'’ire Secret _.ocieties a banger to Cur High Schools,
Melius, Review of Reviews, aaXVI
,
^Sept. 19C7) p. 333
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Against the aristocratic spirit of sororities, short
stor:/ writers about 19C6 began to write narratives that in-
cluded references to high school sororities and their ex-
clusive, restricted list of .'nesibcrs. Jean Pussell, one of
these writers, gives a convincing bit of literary work on
the undemocratic sorority to be found in high school. In
her story she relates of a certain ’’family friend'' who,
through interrogating a girl refused a ’'bid" to a sororitv,
gets a truthful account of the unreiisonable way in which the
sorority distributes invitations and "bids’’ to new members.
All in all, it redounds in unfair discrimination and heart-
less distinction.
2
likewise, in no uncertain terms, do persons, who are
vve 1 1- inf ormed
,
affirm that it is one of the great purposes
of the American public school system to teach democracy.
The fraternity system, as it is always operated by children
of hl^h school age, is in direct opposition to that purpose.
”
Oto
The case against the restricted membership of secret
societies was forcibly stated by Dr. Joan T.. Tildsley, dis-
trict superintendent of the ’^Tew fork City schools, when he
said, "The most important reason for taking action against
secret societies concerns their essentially undemocratic
1-
""roblems of ioyhood.’’ ?. ',V. Johnson, biblical .Vorld,
Aim, (June 1314) p. 4CO
2-
"The lolden A^e.’’ J. KusselL, Delineator, /'''ct.
1311) pp. 224, ZCl
5-"’^’£rce tragedy, and Statesmanship.’’
aXI
,
fAug. 13C3) p. 173
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character. The department of Education cannot tolerate the
limitation of .Tiemtership on racial, religions, and color
linee -Tihich ^hese societies draw...’'
i
Tuinin^ from the andemocratic side, it is to be noticed
that the standards set an by secret societies are dif'^erent
from, if not contrary to, the standards of life set an as
ideals by those engaged in edacation. In schools aroand
2
Chicago it v.ss foand that these false notions, anderstood
as characteristic of the fraternity and sorority elsewhere,
existed in secret- societies as consisting of: ^1) a few pri-
vate friends, (2) society fanctions, and fE) constant amase-
ment, instead of cooperation in all school activities.
In the high school sorority, evidence has been offered
that voathfal members anconcioasly throagh membership in sach
a social groan lesin the meaning of social striving, the agli-
ness of society competition, and the anworthy satisfaction
of having ’’made a sorority. ’ The high school fraternity, too,
caases the development of false notions of life described at
edacrtional gatherings as ’’early sophistication," snobishness,
factional bitterness, and dissipation. fraternities tend thas
/
toward imitation of the actions of elders, and of 7/orldLy
social saceess tendancies which are directly contrary to
the goals of educators who are wor’^ing for a prolongation of
1-
'’rhe FiC'blem oT ligh School j'rateinities in Hew York Citv-”
Editorial Comment, School Review, hAXV I , ^March 1128! p.l72
2-
’’Inf laer.ee of fraternitiec in Secondary Schools." S. ?.
Smith, School “eview, XU I, (Jan. 1JC5) p. 1
S-'’Li5cassion of High School fraternities and sororities."
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School spirit and enthasissT depend in no small measure
upon loyalty by students toward the school and all its acti-
vities. Such loyalty is not a loyalty to individuals, but a
loyalty of individuals to ideals of tne school at lar^e . n’rom
this the school ^ets its impetus and the best school'work can-
not be done without it.
The members of a fraternity and sorority feel bound to
promote the cause of their own society members, often to the
detriment of the school as a whole. Tne interests of the
laiPrer social group recresented by the school are thus set
jside to promote the interests of the smaller group. Loyal-
o
ty to the secret society is placed above loyalty to the school.
Tois may obviously be construed as being an unhealthy educa-
tional situation an" environment.
All testimony bears heavily against the claim that the
secret society tends to elevate scholarship. ^’eeling that
princicals and teachers coming into close contact with pupils
were the test judges of the influence e:xerted upon school life
by these cecret societies, yix
.
1. 3. ?/iOrrison, through a ques-
tionnaire sent out to fifteen principals end 575 teachers in
the high schools of Chicago, sought an answer. to the question
whether or not secret societies adversely affected the scholar-
ship record of their members. without an exception, the rrin-
lT'’Lisc ass i on of iigh School j’raternit ie s and joror it ies . "
Parents Committee, Elementary School Teacher, >1X11,
(Sept. 1355) p. 51
E-’’3ecret Societies in 3i rh Schools." F.. C. Hill, Educa.
Review, XLIII, ^Eeb. 1312^ p. 174
3-"Froblems of Foyhood.’’ E. Johnson, Fiblicsl "Torld,
Aim, (June 1314) p. 4CC
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cipsls snd tesebeis of the Chicago schools characterized the
influences of fraternities and sororities within their school
systems as harmful to scholarship records.
1
Cne of the Chicago high schools for one whole semester
kept the records of all the memcers of all its fraternities
and sororities in one tabulation. The showing made by the end
of the semester is herewith recroduced in some detail in order
to shov that the scholarship of fraternity members was adverse-
ly ef'^ected i mcsr.t ially . In reading the figures it can be de-
duced that a pupil of normal intelligence, in order to avoid
reaching the passing mark of 75, must have had certain other
nositive interests resulting from his nr her society af-^ilia-
tion to distract his attention. Tith the idea of shovving that
secret societies have the tendercy of producing untoward effect
on the scholarly proclivities of society members, the follow-
ing table, giving records of fraternity boys and sorority 2:irls
of the high school in question, are disclosed. Accuracy in
figures, together with sincerity of purpose of the faculty in
compiling the figures of the various ranks obtained from a
situation in real life can hardly fail to give evidence of a
decisive nature.
l-"Eecort on the Committee on Secret fraternities." 1. B.
Morrison, iiational Bducational Association 'Pulletih 1-3^5,
p . 44 3
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7£.T:p£ Ttaets 8 79.2 9
-^&pr)a Psi 15 77.85 /
Pi Delta Psi 4 76
.
3 1
Iota Pete Xapps 2E 76.55 9
Zeta -eta Psi 17 76.22 4
Beta la a Delta '7, 74.6 2
Phi SisTiS Psi 2 72. 12 1
lamma Beta Sinaia 9 6 J . 7 1
Beta Kacca Phi 4 68.5 3
Tau Beta Epsilon 1 51.9 1
Total 87 Avg. 75.6 Total S'"
Cut of 87 girls, S'" were below passing mark.
3C/3
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Alpha Cmegs Xu 1 73.
Phi 3i5:na 12 75.65 6
Beta Zeta Phi 3 72.4 5
Eamma Delta Psi D 71.7 Qo
Delta Sig-T.a Chi 7 6 9.5 K
Total 24 Avg. 72.0 Total 19
'T'ut of Z4 boys
,
1 ^ were below pass ing mark
.
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The tots I naTiter of bo./s and girls wss 181. The average
mark was 74. '3, which was just helow passing mark. The number
of th'se who went above JO in their studies was The
number of those who fell below 75 was forty-nine.
Inasmuch as this is the o':ly available school record so
tabulated, it can be the only one quoted when discussing the
scholarship record of secret society .-nembers. However, the
imrortance of these figures consists in making an undeniably
cerious indictment of far-reaching significance against the
value of secret societies. As a result of a study of the
above ranks, commendable high-school marks or ranks and mem-
beiship in secret societies can shoA no wholesome association
one to the other. It must be inferred, therefore, that secre
societies for high-school boys and girls exert a baneful and
rernicious influence upon the scholastic endeavors of members
of these societies or attract to membersnip a ma.jority of
those who are not studious in their habits.
To the secret society has been added the responsibility
for having been the cause of bringing politics and cliques
into the legitimate organization of the high school. Those
directing high school affairs have said in no uncertain terms
that the fraternity type of school organization, by its make-
ur and methods of proceedure, is falsely impressing upon the
student bodies of various high schools the theory that a gov-




l-"Feport of the Committee on Secret Fraternities.”
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Verioas instances are at hand to bac^- up the assertion
that hig-h school secret societies are prime sources of pol-
itical chicanery and manipulation. In the Springfield ^Mass.)
Central High School, some years ago, a highly developed frat-
ernity system functioned in such a way that the fraternity
boys conducted class meetings like young politicians and there
was no consideration given to, or breaking through the ring,
by ’’non-frat” members. Invest i-^at i on has shown that in a
1
Chicago high school having l,S2r pupils there were 20 of the
25 elective positions in the school organization held by frat-
ernity or sorority members, and that the representative gov-
ernment of the school v/es as firmly in the clutches of the
’’frat ring” as are the municipal politics of New fork direct-
ed and controlled by Tammany.
2
The element of secrecy in these societies is an imnort-
ant reason for such a state of factional organization. To
substantiate such a belief. President Huntington of Poston
University has said; ’’Cliques and factions are more liable to
aorear where there are organizations, made intense by the ele-
ment o.f secrecy, to ?ive them strength and oersistence . ”
.P
Along the same line of thought. President Briggs of Padcliffe
has made the statement tnat, ”I dislike secret nower, es-
pecially among the immature. It is almost sure to be used
injuriously, if not cruelly, for factional exaltation.”
4
1-
”Are Secret Societies to our High School?” Melius
Review of Reviews, 1 , (Sept. 1;JC7) p. 22;^
2-
”Eeport of the Committee on Secret Societies.” 1905, 1. B.
Morrison, Nat. Educa. Assn, of 1905, p. 449
2-”Secret Societies in High Schools.” A. P. ’.Veils, Journal
Educa., IIXIII, (Jan. 5, 1911) n. 8
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?'urther ergamente t i Dn a:78inst high school secret so-
cieties sl’jreys has included the objection that the high school
period is too early for fraternity and sorority life. Con-
crete incidents are related of the secret societies tendency
tov.ard inmorality. At Indianacolis
,
a high school secret so-
ciety became a gambling club which was broken up only when
the parents were afraid the boys night land in jail. In a
Massachusetts city, as has been the case in other cities, a
secret society ' s • clubroom for high school members was the
scene of high revel until the early hours of the morning,
some of the members then going home in a shamefully intoxi-
cating condition. Dr. I. Tildsley, district superintendent
1
in charge of high schools of Hew York City, has stated that
’’we have received complaints in the past of immoral influences
exerted by the fraternities. ’Ve have received complaints of
drinking especially."
£
These boys did not go wrong simply because they were
fraternity boys. Nevertheless, school officials say there
is no getting away from the fact that the fraternity system,
by giving boys the environment of an artificial and unhealthy
adult life, enormously increased the possibility of such
he openings.
:?"or the college person living away from home the frat-
ernity and sorority has a usefulness wholly lacking in those
that ere set up in the high school. Such a society serves
1- "Are Secre t Socie t i es a Danger to Cur High Schools?" ¥.
Melius, F.evieo of Reviews, X.KXVI, (Sept. 19C7 ) p. £23
2-
"Froblem of High School Fraternities in N. Y. '^ity."
Editorial Comment, School Review, XXX/I, (March 13£8) p.l72
2-"?arce Tra^-edy and Statesmanship." T. Hard, Everybody's.
XXI, (August IJCJ) p. ISC'
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as a substitute for home life, end offers a source of com-
panionship for the mature college student. However, pupils
of high school age, when left to their own devices, manifest
in their secret societies an immaturity that leads straight
into apish ejctrava^'snces and shameful practices that are in-
jurious to the pupils themselves, their parents and the school
Granting that the friendships betv/een girls in a soror-
ity are of a natural kind, the secret society makes it possi-
ble for those friendships to be far too intimate. Jirls of
high school age particularly cannot always be wise in choosing
their sorority sisters, and, even if they have been v;ise, ex-
periences have shown that within a particular society there
are older girls who influence wrongly younger members by a
wrong social outlook or. life. The yoonger girls invariably
imitate the older girls in their sorority and if the older
girls exert deteriorating influences in their club life, the




Thus the author has presented six argument s against the
secret society in the high school. These have included ob-
jections by school officials to high school secret societies
because these orders are undemocratic, develop false stand-
ards of life, have a bad effect upon school spirit, deter-
iorate scholarship, bring in politics and cli.que3 within the
school, and are entirely too young for high school pupils.
l-'’Hig:h School ^ra tern it ies . M. C. Bigelow, Nation IXXXVII,
fCct. 8, IJCS) p. .':^1
£-”The Evils of lirls' Secret Societies." 1. Jones, ladles
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However, it would cot be amiss to ir.clude at the conclu-
sion of this chapter what an investigating committee into
the fraternity and sorority question for high school students
believed to be the final argument against their existence.
The following quotation, voiced by a Massachusetts principal
expresses in a very fevv words all the opposition to such so-
cieties. It includes ell the familiar arguments, but its
value is enhanced by an undeniably attractive mode of ex-
rr ess ion. This principal says;
’’Any system that makes paramount the decisions of imma-
ture minds on questions of social and other school distinc-
tions is, in my opinion, radically vicious. Any plan that
tends to break up the solidarity of the school in the inter-
est of imaginary class distinctions cannot be too sedulously
avoided. Any scheme that weakens the influence of the master
or teachers, strikes at the very foundations of the i^merican
school
.
The absolutely inane antics of initiation among these
secret societies are enough to condemn them, in the minds of
intelligent people. To my certain knowledge, the usefulness
of more than one headmaster has been destroyed in the commun-
ity by friction arising from the prevalence of the secret
society evil.
Hence, when some years ago, one of my pupils told me
that he had been asked to form a chapter of a secret society
in our school, and asked my opinion on the subject, 1 dissua-
ded him so strongly that he willingly abandoned the idea.
For 8 closing sentiment, let me suggest the following;
Eo castes, no secret societies, no privileged classes in the
schools; but the schools and ever;/ feature of them, "of the
reople, for the neople, and by the people.’’
1
l-’’Influence of Fraternities in Secondary Schools."
Smith, School F.evie'w, XIJI, fJan. 19C5) pp. 3,10
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CrUFT Iiri./ATirF FEIV/iE!! the SCICFT AND EFATEF^U TIES
The author is concerned here mainly with the legal phase
of the question. The social chase of the question, or the in-
fluence of the high school fraternity upon societ.y--upon the
pupils, the school, and the community--concerns the writer in
so far as, by its injurious elements, it forms the proper
basis for the application of rules that are designed to off-
set and overcome its evil tendencies. To this extent we shell
have to consider-the two phases together. In the main the
author then seeks an answer to the single question, whether
or not a oupil may be denied all school or i vi leges--/nay be
the victim of suspension or expuls ion--f or refusal to abide
by such rules. The courts have gone to the extent of holding
that rules which deny to pupils who are members of fraternities,
all the crivileges of the high school except those of the class-
room are valid. The law cases, recounted in some detail in the
cages to follow, bear out this contention that has become the
general method of school authorities who are eager to deny only
the barest of privileges to over-zealous members of secret so-
cieties.
There are five reported cases o^ conflicts between high
school fraternities and school authorities, whicn to the author
seem of special significance and merit of enfolding all legal
aspects of lew cases in this category. The most important of
these, and the one case referred to and ouoted by all interest-
ed In the legal side of the fraternity versus school authorit-
ies, arose in Seattle, '.Vashingt on
,
and was decided by the Su-
t)reme Court of the state in 1^C6. Tv’, o other cases came into
«.*v
•* >iv:T p •>'.
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prominence in Chicago and were decided by the Supreme Court of
Illinois in 1;?C8. The v&risas City case follo’wed at about this
same time. And finally, the v;riter is concerned v;ith the Snrins:-
field, Illinois esse of 1922.
'.Vhen the lemma Eta Kappa fraternity, the society involved
in the Seattle case, was first organized in that city, in 19CO,
a request was made for permission to use tne name of the high
school. The board of education in the city made a careful in-
vestigation to ss.certain the probable effect of such societies
on the school. Reports they were able to gain from prominent
educators end other authorities condemned the influence of such
societies as being highly injurious. In consequence, the re-
quest was refused and a resolution adopted forbidding member-
ship 0 ^ students in any secret society connected with the
school, tespite this edict, the fraternity established itself,
and for a time the rule was not riyidly enforced.
1
In 19C5, the board of education at length took a deter-
mined stand on the question of forcing the secret society to
seriously curtail its activities. A rule was adopted, which
gave fraternity members the Tig;ternat ive of immunity for agreeing
not to join other fraternities, or solicit other members, or
of forfeiting ail school privileges ejfceot those of the class-
room. Hot being satisfied with either of these alternatives,
the lamma Eta Kappa fraternity took the matter into court and
so the legal battle commenced. The action was brought in
court to restrain the oea 1 1 le. board from enforcing the rule.
l-'’The Influence of Sororities." I. Clark Seelye, Ladies vome
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The tri&l court made certain findings of fact. These
Tvere to the effect that the damma Eta Zscpa fraternity at the
time of this court action was composed of members who were
high school pupils, desirous, in IJCO, of having the privilege
of using the name of the Seattle High School in connection with
the fraternity, and so requested the privilege of the Seattle
authorities. After a due invest igat ion on the cart of the
hoard this request was refused, and in denying it, a resolution
was passed that, thereafter it was contrary, to the rules and
regulations of the Seattle High School for pupils to become
members of any secret organization such as the lemma Eta ^appa
fraternity. That on Tilay 5, 1305, the Seattle board amended
its rule, saying that ell members of fraternities should be
denied all the privileges of the high school except those of
the classroom, and that in the opinion of the court by so act-
ing, the Seattle board did so in good faith and in the exer-
cise of an honest qudgm.ent. Eor such an action, performed in
meeting a school problem, the trial board upheld the action
in denying one Seorge '.Vayland
,
appellant in the case, all
school privileges except those of the classroom for failure to
withdraw from a fr8ternity--sach a denial of nrivileges to the
party concerned hein? a previous disposition of the case by
the Seattle board.
1
The ease was then appealed to the Supreme Court o^ the
State of Washington, which reaffirmed the .ludgrnent of the low-
er court which had been that the influence of fraternities
T-’'’Vasn. Decision on The Hi^h School fraternity ljuestion.'*
Edit. Comment, Sch
. Eev.'zi'/, ^Dec. 13C6' p. 741.
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in i ar i vOas ly sffected the order end the discipline of the
school; that it had a tendency to destroy scholarship, and that
the rule was reasonably necessary. This the Suprene Court, in
upholding the lower court, stated in the following words of
its decision, ’The evidence shows toe fact that such fraterni-
ties do have a marked effect upon the school tone, destroying
?o:.d order, discipline and scholarship. This being true, the
board is authorized, and it is its duty to take such reason-
able and anprorr iate action by the adoption of rules a? a re-
sult in ere vent in? these influences.’’
1
The opinion in the case is replete with matter which
shows the seditious and Insubordinate spirit of such societies.
In its review of the evidence, the Sucreme Court quotes from
the damme ''dta Kappa Kagazine, published in San Francisco, which
is "a Quarterly devoted to the interests of the damma Fte "'^arina
Fraternity of the United States, and published by the drand
Conclave." The quotation foilov/s, "in former editorials ve
have frequently dealt uron our old standby of ‘“ligh Senool Frat-
ernities versus School Boards and Principals, but we feel co.m-
oelled to again state the facts, on account of recent develop-
ments. The principal of the Seattle Uigh School does not know
what a fraternity is or he would not attempt to enforce his
proposed futile plans. It is simply a case of all educators
not educated. Imagine the monarch that could prohibit a man
from wear ins, a fraternity pin...'
2
Before leaving the Seattle case the author wishes to
noint out that the rule of the Seattle Board made it optional
with the oupils whether they would continue in the fraternity
or forfeit all school privileges excert those of the classroom.
Thus, it gave them a choice of action, and if they had been
v.’illing to abide by v;hat their own school board tnought to be
1-
"The Influence of Sororities." I. Cl8r> Seelye, “ladies ilome
Journal, 'Sept. ldC7) p. 12.
2-
"Court£ and ligh School Fraternities." S. J. Kettrick, ’Vorlc
Today, XIK, fLec. lUlC^ p. 1233.
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right the.7 7,ould have refrained fi any connect iDn v/ith a
fraternity and so obeyed the school board opinion. By acting
as did the appellant in the Seattle case, backed as he v;as in
spirit by members of fraternities, enables even an impartial
individual to recognize a hostile, and mutinous spirit as being
characteristic of fraternity members' in viewpoint tov;ard school
authorities.
Much the same in its content and features v;as the question
involved in each ‘one of the Chicago cases. The rule of the
Chicago board, like the Seattle board action, orohibited the
use of the name of the school, meeting in the school buildins-s,
and the right to represent the school in any athletic or lit-
erary contest to any fraternity, or fraternity member. The
opinion in the first case is not much more than an approval
of the opinion of the court in the Seattle case, from which it
quotes. The other Chicago case was before the court shortly
after and the Supreme Court of the state likewise reaffirmed
the opinions of the Seattle ease and the previous C’hicago case.
Both Chicago cases were then decided in 1308.
1
In Kansas City late in 1307 the faculty of the Manual
Training Sigh School passed a resolution barrin? fraternity
members from ell privileges outside the classroom. As a re-
sult of this a father of one of the boys affected brou^rht suit
against the nrincical in a writ of mandamus. The school board
employed their attorney to defend the orincipal, end the facul-
ty joined together to employ an influential lawyer to assist
1-
’’Courts and Bigh School fraternities.’’
Today, KIa, (Lee. 1310) p. 1S4'''.
S. J. Met trick, ’’’orld
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the toerds' ettorne-/. The frsternities e-Dcloyed two Lawyers
and ell the chapters in lUissouri, Colorado and ’’Kansas contri-
tuted to the prosecution fond. The writ was annulled and de-
nied by the ,iudre in the case, who in making his decision,
said "The resolution was reasonable on its fact and one which
boys having a proper respect for the school should honor end
resoect . . . "
1
In 1919 the legislature of the State of Illinois enacted
a law prohibiting fraternities in high schools of that state.
Hovevei, it was not until three years afterwards, or in Janu-
ary 1922, that the board of education and a parent teachers'
association of Springfield (111.) announced its intention of
enforcing the prohibiting effect of the state's fraternit:/
law in the city of Spr ingf ield . It was because of this move-
ment and the edict of prohibition declared against such or-
ganizations in the city that a Bobert Sutton carried an appeal
to the Supreme Court of Illinois for an opinion concerning
the rights of fraternities and their members in the State.
To delve more into a necessary background that surround-
ed the case and the subsequent Supreme ^ourt ruling on fratern-
ities, it may be disclosed that Bobert Sutton, a minor, of
Springfield fill.) belonged to the Alpha Cmegs fraternity, a
jreek letter society organized in many states. Applications
for mem.bershic in Alpha Cmega, according to Sutton's statement,
were voted on by secret ballot. Turthermore, the fraternity
transacted business, and held meetings not in the school
l-"Are secret societies a banker to Cur Hi?h Schools?" M.
Melius, Rev. of Revs., XXVI, (Sept. 19C7) p. S41.
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tuildina:, but at the homes of the members. The circumstances,
when he was pleading his cause both before the school authori-
ties and the courts, Sutton clearlv brought out as being in-
stances tending to show that the Alpha ^mega fraternity in no
w^sy interferred with the discipline or the course of study
pursued in the high school that he attended.
In theii campaign the parents' committee and the board of
education notified those belonging to fraternities and other
societies that if they did not resign within a specified time
they would be suspended or expelled according to the provision
of the state law*
A temporary injunction was obtained by certain members
of the fraternity group which, however, was not uoheld a few
weeks later by the Cirucit Court of Appeals in May of the
year ld22. As a consequence of the rejection of the injunc-
tions, all pupils, exceot Sutton who was to be a test case sub-
ject, who had any connection with fraternities and sororities,
resigned their membership in these societies.
An arpeal was then taken by Sutton to the Supreme Court
of the state seeking to overthrow the ruling of the Circuit
Court of Anpeals tnat had denied the right of injunction held
against school authorities by fraternities. The Supreme Court
upheld the Cirucit Court of Appeals in every particular, and
justified the action of the Springfield board of education
in prohibiting these societies in their city. Such an opinion
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lature considered such societies detri^nental to the good
order and best interest of the school, and vre
,
the Supreme
Coart, cannot say the legislative statute is not a reasonable
enactment and a valid exercise of legislative powers from the
promotion of the lest interests of the school and the disci-
oline and good order therein..."
1
A basic and highly certinent question, and one which is
involved in every fraternity case, is that as to the right of
th'e school authority to discipline oupils for acts dons out
of sch^'ol. The general rule is that, "If the effects of acts
done out of school hours, reach 7;ithin the school room dur-
ing school hours, and ere detrimental to the good order and
best interests of the cupil and the school, such acts may be
forbidden."
2
There are those authorities who firmly believe ^'rom a
study of such cases as have been cited here that school au-
thorities have the po/.er to make all reasonable and required
rules for the management of schools, that cupils must obey
these rules, that the right to attend school is only a con-
ditional one, and that the right to attend school shall be
denied if rules are violated which are of serious detriment
to the school at lar^e . it would therefore aonear that the
facts suiroundinr these law cases mentioned in this chapter
do .give the sch^'o! authorities the right to make all reason-
able and necessary rules to require adherence to these rules
on the part of pupils, inasmuch as their attendance is not
1-
"Lee is ion of the Supreme Court of Illinois on £i??h School
fraternities." editorial Comment, School -eview, / xy
t
,
(May IJ2Z) p, ZZd
2-
"Court£ and High School fraternities." S. J. Wettrick,
world Today, 111
,
^Lec. IJIC^ p. 1241
2-"Secret Societies in the High School." ?. C. Hill, fduca.
review, XIIII, p. 187
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more than conditional status at test. In continuing the short
summarization of views on the legal side, one is forced to
the belief, after a study of the cases described in this chap-
ter, that if high-school fraternities are injurious to the in-
terests of a school, they may be prohibited and pupil members
of these societies may be suspended or expelled, or denied
any and all privileges except those of the classroom.
It is the peculiar situation that in conflicts between
the school author. ities and pupils, the parents generally side
with the pupils and offer unmitigated resistence to the ex-
ecutives of a school department. This is apolicaole not a-
1
lone in the legal cases between secret societies and the
school, tut in every phase of the problem. ?or when the
question arises on this subject between the pupils' rights
and the school’s authority the uninformed or careless-minded
parent working as he supposes for the good of his child
opposes any move of the school directors, and temporarily
slows up the efficiency of their proposed course of croceed-
U 2 e in handling the secret society problem. Consequently,
there is some need for parent education that will result in
an understanding that modern schools are being directed as
excertly as possible by school administrators for what will
result in the development of the intellectual, physical,
moral, and spiritual welfare of every child. Such a belief
on the part of parents might have gone far, it may be surmised,
in rendering carents more cooperative and helpful avoidance
of such legal entanglements and other trouble caused by these
societies might never have had existence.
l-"£rguments Ag. Higki School Frats.’’ S. 3. Travis, T-^duca.,
XXfji, ^Apr. 1JC3^ p. £26
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An iTipertial, equitable and unprejudiced analysis of the
authorities that have discussed the nroble'n makes possible
the decision that secret societies should be opposed and stren-
uously resisted, yow then shall the secret society be met by
_1
school authorities, if, because of sufficient growth, they be-
come a vexing element in the administration of a school^ To
ansver this question it would be logical first to visualize
the causes for the existence of secret societies in their en-
tirety.
In compact form secret societies exist, or have been
founded, fl) for self-protection of society membeis a-^'ainst
wht t appears to be an unre-ssonab le attitude toward social
activities in the past, (2) for social pleasure, '3) for the
gratification of the organizing tendency, and ''4^ for the
exaltation of caste. To meet successfully these desires of
2
secret society proponents, the administration of a school
should fully crovide agencies that answer fully their needs.
The faculty, to avoid being unreasonable, should encourage
requiiements that are reasonable, natural and unpretentious
.
In the second cause for the existence of these societies,
that of social pleasure, this need may be meet through the
working management of a school that sponsors pupil diversions,
receptions, and socials in the school building itself, or at
least under faculty supervision. Thirdly, the gratification
1-
"Secret Societies in the ligh School.’’ P. C. Hill, Hduca.
Review, XIII I, (Feb. 1312) p. 184
2-
”Social Ethics in High School life.” 1. 3. Morricon, School
Feview, Xlll, (May 13C5) p. 363
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of the orgsnizing tendency of s high school pupil that is
natural and legitimate in motive may be sup-clied in providing
for science and literary societies, musical clubs, etc. The
fourth element of cause for the existence of a secret society,
that of seciet exclusiveness and caste, is s motive, v/hich,
although natural in the public school, must neither be humor-
ed nor encouraged.
1
In their campaign, school authorities, the country over,
have adopted three basic methods for dealing v/itn the secret
society problem in the high school. These methods are; fl)
absolute prohibition, (2) the laissez-faire method, or that
of leaving them alone and, (Z) the method of indirect sub-
stitution.
2
The absolute prohibition method is to remove from the
reach of high school pupils some of the social, athletic and
intellectual honors 'jchich are esneciaily t :e objective desires
of the secret organization; to deny fraternity and sorority
members ell the privileges of the high school, exceot those
of the classroom; in short, to oppose the right of a secret
society by a ruling of law. These prohibitory regulations
against the fraternity and sorority have been promulgated by
Local school boards, law courts, and state legislative bodies
alike.
1-
”3ocisl idthics in lish School Life.'' 1. E. Morrison, School
review, XI II, (May i^Cb) p. 57C
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The esse of the state of Indiana v;hich passed a state law
prohibiting fraternities in high schools is typical of the
failure of such enact:'nent on the part of legislatures to wholly
accomplish their purpose. ?or it is the testimony of many who
have tried to administer this state la'w that it is quite im-
possible to bring within the definition of the statute many
of the organizations which are in reality fraternities.
1
Local school boards, too, have been experiencing diffi-
culty in prohibiting the secret society by merely rendering
an oprosing resolution against them. In the city of Chicago
there has been for some time a ruling of the Board of Educa-
tion against these organizations. It is well known that they
exist in the high school, but school executives claim that
the administrative machinery for their elimination is very
difficult to set up. On several occasions principals of
high schools have tried to exclude students because of mem-
bership in secret organizations and they have found it ex-
tremely hard to accomplish. To supnlement the efforts of
such princicals, the Board of Education likewise adopted a
very drastic pledge to which the names of students were to
be attached. 'Isny of the students and oarents opposed these
oledges and regarded them as negligible in actual practice.
A similar condition of affairs existed after a prohibitory
ruling by the Board of Education of IJew York City. Eor the
experience of that city in carrying out such a resolution was
the state of affairs undergone under similar conditions in
1-
’’Prob le~of SlimTnating High School fraternities.’' Educa.
ITews, School He view, XXI, ffeb. 1:^13) p. 141
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In several cities the ?oard of Education has adopted
rules like the following one, in force at Minneapolis:
'’Ko high school cupil v/ho is a ’nemher of a secret society
01 sorority shall be allowed to hold office in or take nart
in any organization connected with the school, or be allowed
to take part in dramatic enter ta i nment s , commencement or ath-
letic contests which is under the control 0 “^ the school.'’
2
To further the prohibition movement directed against the
high-school secret society, college fraternities have joined
with the battle undertaken by law making bodies and scoool ex-
ecutives. Among these, the Phi Leita Theta fraternity, a
national college fraternity with approximately 18,000 raembeis,
in 1J12, enacted a resolution against high-school fraternity
membership. At its convention on the third of January, IJIS,
the following resolution was adopted:
'’r€ it so resolved, that no rerson shall be eligible to
initiation to membership in this fraternity who shall have
been a member of any general or class secret society in any
public nreparatory or high school. Provided that any person
during high sccool who, prior to the adoption hereof has
joined such a society, shall be eligible to membership upon
his resirnstion for all time from such society, proper evi-
dence of good faith being cresented and upon permission of
the leneral Council and of the Province President. ouch ner-
micsion shall not be granted if such a society existed con-
trary to the law.'’
for other college fraternities to follow in the lead of the
’^hi Leita Theta fraternitv and offer like opposing resolu-
tions would undoubtedly orove helpful in blocking the right
of such societies within the hi-rh school.
1-
’’FrobleT. oT ALiminating ligh School fraternities.” School
"eview, XII, ("feb. 1913) pp. 141-2
2-
"lnfiuence of Sor or i t ies . I. C. Seelye, Ladies j.
foept. 19C7) p. 67
3-
’'Froblem of f lirl nat ing figh School fraternities.” Editorial
Comment, School Hevlew, IXI, ffeb. 1313) p. 142
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ufi cuthr/rit 7 on this matter, illian ?. 'laod, of the
U. S. i!]'3acation Pareau's Livision o'" School Administration,
has said;
’’The high school secret society will very likely never
7. in such a place in toe American educational system as that
nov. occupied ty the college fraternity. There is no such
need for a high school fraternity; indeed among its nost in-
sistent ocoonents are many college fraternity men.'’
1
Prohibition of the high school secret society has been
almost an impossible reality because of the fa- t that parents
do not pay sufficient attention to these opnosing resolutions
of school authorities and law courts. Parents have encouraged
toys in fostering and supporting the fraternity organis.at i on
and have joined with tneir sons in fighting any encroachment
by the lav. upon the position of such societies. The Chicago
situation during the years IdCo through 1303 have shown that
the combined act? of the board of education, courts, and le-
gislature have not mitigated and rooted out the evil of these
societies, but on the other hand have had the tendency to in-
tensify the cad features. Parents should be aonesled to so
2
that more assistance from home be accorded the school author-
ities in meeting successfully the secret society problem.
The responsicility of fathers and mothers for the excesses of
their childien is obvious. '.Vithout funds, the ’’fraf' dwindles
t 0 an ordinary boys' clique; without cermission to stay out
late nights, and to waste study hours, the high school youth
1-
'’Pigh School fraternities.’' Editorial Ccmment
,
"Religious
Education, 711, ''June 1312) p. 252
2-
''Sxtract Prom Proceedings of Board of Education." drand
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mast console himself ’A’ith more innocent oleasure. To this
1
extent, and in this way parents may he of service to school
executives, instead of hindering the carrying out of the ed-
ucating process.
The method of prohibition has its serious defects, and
cannot be resorted to if the problem of the secret society in
the high school is successfully to be met with and disposed
of. !^thers concerned with the problem in seeking an egress
from the perclexity contained within secret orders in the
high sch'ol have msi''tained that although the high sch:^ol
fraternity is an unmitigated nuisance, it would be very un-
wise to attempt simply to legislate it out of existence. In-
stead of prohibition alone, there should be a substitute of
some variety which could be properly suosrvised and directed,
and made to contribute to the development of young people * ha
ought to be put in its place.
2
The second method, employed by some individuals for meet
ing and handling the problem of the high school secret so-
ciety, has been the laissez-faire doctrine. To state the
position of this doctrine would be to say that it refers to
a ’’hands off policy, essentially one of non- inter ference
,
on the cart of school authorities in relation to secret so-
cieties. The tendency of human beings is to form association
with their fellows. This instinct manifests itself among
youthful adolescents as well as adult members of society
1-
'’Hi9:h School TFetFrnit ies
.
X. 0. Bigelow, ’'’at ion, Lll'CX/II,
fCct. 3, 19^3) p. 221
2-
"Secret Societies in High Schools." A. H. ’Veils, Journal of
Sducation, ^'Jan. 5, 1911) p. 3
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simply an accepted tendency to be met and dealt with in the
school. Therefore, the fraternity and sorority merits,
according to this faction, a laissez-faire policy, for it is
but one more instance of the working o;t of the gregarious
instinct located by chance in the school group because associa-
tion with those of the same age is inevitable under school
cond i t ions
.
1
There eie, specifically and generally speaking, t’wo for-
midable obiect ions to this laissez-faire system. The first
ob.iection is the assumption that because the social instinct
in the high school pupil is fundamental and universal, the
fraternity and sorority is the proper form for its manifest-
ation. Educators, arrayed in an overwhelming number, are un-
.viliing to accept this educational theory that makes this
primal character of impulse and instinct an excuse for allow-
ing those attending high school the opportunity to express
themselves without regard to ill effects on the individual
and society. The second objection to the laissez-faire theory
is the defect found in the facit assumption that the pertinent
social relations of the fraternity are within the groug, affect-
ing only its members, while its outward relations are merely
incidental end hardly a worthy subject for discussion.
S
I^sny Americans have been, and still are, prejudiced In
favor of the let-alone method of home training. Ealse ideas
about manliness and social distinction teem in many a mother's
brain. Children must not be thwarted and, anyhow, it takes
1-
’Secret Societies fn Tish Schools.’’ C. Hill, Educational
Fevlew, XIIII, ^Jeb. 1312) p. 183
2-
”?roblem of High School Eraternit ies . £. Cwen, School
Review, XI7, fSept. 13C6) p. 435
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too macb time to re?alete their Lives. .^llov; them to act as
they please, so long as they do not interfere ’^-ith father's
business and mother's social obligations. Such a muddle of
1
loose, selfish philosophy on the part of some American fami-
lies has rendered such parents eager to defend the secret
society before school boards and law coorts. The attempt to
mollify and change in centiment the beliefs of these parents
has met with little success in the past. Their careless and
lay interest in the real, worthwhile doings of their children
have made these parents, among other things, a direct cause
of ma'’ring the fraternity and the "early sophistical ion" of
hig-h school pupils yenerally so serious a problem.
Indirect substitution, the third method employed in deal-
ing with secret societies, embodies a distinct recognition
of the social impulse of high school pupils througn the form-
ation of other oi ganizat i ons . The social appeal is recognized
and an effort is made to satisfy it by forming other organi-
zations O''"' a more worthy type in order tnat students will




?or the secret society, as was outlined in a previous
chapter of this discussion dealing with the arguments against
the fraternity and sorority type of organization, is harmful
because of its evclusive social aims, and consequent trifling
1-
'';iigh School r'raternities . " H. C. Eigrelow, nation,






2-"oecret Societies In Hiyh Schools," E. C. Hill, Educational
Eeview, XIIIl, fEeb. 1^12) p. 184
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charscter 'f its results, therel:/ sti07.’irig g genuine need for
the -Pomstion of other organi zs t i ons designed to tecoTie popu-
lar and otherv.ise supplant it. Crganizat ions of a different
character with pred omi nent Ij educational aims would incident ly
provide adequate social satisfaction and give permanent and
valuatle results. The debating club, musical organizations
,
arts end craft societies, and many others growin-T out of the
subiect interests within the school should be organized thus
giving opportunity for every individual taste, v;hile training
the student to apply legitimate interests as the standard ^or
his social selections. Thus, through these a^rencies the stu-
1
dent body will come to recognize the shortcomings within the
fraternity and sorority for the very purpose they are supposed
t 0 serve
.
Sven before 1JC5, the club instincts of the oupil of
secondary school age found expression iniliterary, debating
and athletic societies. 2ut, as with the secret, societies,
the school authorities sere indifferent to their existence.
Societies for the study of music, art, and science, were also
beginning to find g worthy following. Societies of this sort
are open, and lack secrecy. Initiations and class distinctions.
Without exception, Vvith secret societies gaining in numbers,
it was found that even in the teeth of pronounced secret so-
ciety sentiment, the results of these literary, musical de-
bating societies etc. were good, the tendencies to be highly
commendable and the feeling of all to be friendly. Thus,
l-”Frotlem of~figh School fraternities . ” B. Cwen, School
Feview, ZIV, (Sept. 19C6) p. 4J6
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societies sre open to none of the objections urged against
secret societies. In the same year of 1-305, a parents coai-
1
mittee in discussing the secret society situation around
Chicago, after a thorough investigation, proposed that the so
cial life of a high school could be developed logically by
the formation of many clubs of objective interests such as
literary debating, art, music, outing, athletic, dramatic,
and scientific to be conducted under school supervision.
In addition to t.hese clubs, the committee recommended that
the high school executives furnish a systematic series of
school oarties, varied to suit the age and social experience
of the majority of students. These parties, the committee
further advised, 'Aere to be chaperoned and managed by com-
mittees comnosed of students, faculty members, aod parents.
2
So it can be seen that club life and social activity under
the supervising eye of members of the high school faculty
had their inception and beneficial results made manifest,
notvv i thstand ing any pressure that might have been exer ted, on
behalf of secret societies then being rapidly formed.
The experience in club activity in the Plainfield, N. J.
High School, in 13C8, began with the formation of clubs found
ed upon the belief that there was in the youth of the high
school an instinct for social activity and social organiza-
tion, and that this instinct should be satisfied for the best
development of the child. In the Plainfield High School, the
organ! zat ions were of four distinct classes, composed of two
1 - "In'^’luence oT <'raterni ties in Secondar-^ Schools. ’’ 3. ?.
Smith, School Heview, Kill, (Jan. 1305) n. 7
£-'’Liscussion of H. S. jrats. and Sororities.” Parent's Comm.
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athletic associations, the school paper, the musical clubs,
and the debating society. Ail v;ere controlled by elected
boards from the student body, under the advisory control of
teachers appointed by the principal to steer them away from
the serious mistakes into which the immaturity of theii mem-
bers might lead them. After a lengthy experience, those in
charge o^ these organizations toor the position that among
such clubs and societies there was not only no need of the
so-called fraternity, but even that there was no dace for
it. furt nermore
,
the school officials felt that in the ^^lain-
field organizations there were certainly plenty of opportunity
for any pupil who possessed a consuming passion for organiza-
tion to arratify that cassion in a healthy and normal way.
i
The organizations as set up in the Plainfield Hign School
some might say did not possess highly selected social features
iVhen they were established, the Plainfield authorities found-
ed them upon the principle of democracy which in its whole
nature is not in harmony with the existence of any exclusive
set or clique whose boundary is detei mined by anything else
than personal ability.
2
Club activity w'ithin the high school gradually became
more and more the vogue and found scoool officials more in-
clined to investigate previous experiences with the various
types of school clubs. In 1121, in the Tucson, ^.rizone, High
1- "Secret societies,” I. 7/. Travell, Journal of Education,
TaVII, (June II, 11^8) p. 651
2-
Ibia, p. 651
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school, school organizations called the Foasers' Club and the
lirls' Social iiour were formed. Speakers were brought in and
talked before meetings of both clubs on subjects concerned
with what the school expected, the democracy of the school,
and the relations between boys and sirls.
1
The reaction from both of these clubs proved to be very
beneficial, in that they created a fine school spirit, got
all groups together and afforded opportunities of teaching
some very essential things not taught in the classroom. These
associations, one for the boys and one for the girls, Tucson
school officials believed were a democratizing force in the
school, end through them they were able to present the bigger
phases of school life to the student. Because of the snirit
engendered by these clubs, faculty members of the school were
able to readily get the students into a frame of mind that
made them willingly 3:ive up their secret societies.
2
It was in the San Diego High School of California that
fraternities had been fought for two and a half years amidst
an im.passioned agitation on the part of parents and students.
Seeking a solution to the problem of how to meet the issue,
as school officials felt it should be met, the principal and
teachers of the high school commenced building up among the
pupils a school spirit and a morale that did not stand for
anything but democracy clubs were org8nized---of the literary,
debating, athletic, musical, and dramatic types, each under
faculty supervision and counsel and every onpil v/as given
1-
"Eli mi net ion of Fra ter nit ies and Sororities in the Tucson
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8n opportunity to become a member of some organization. So-
cial activities, such as dances and receptions, ell were held
either in the tchool building or in a designated spot with a
faculty member or members, present. Agitation on behalf of
fraternities gradually became less a source of controversy,
with school authorities gaining the upper hand in the situa-
tion. Progress, for the cause of the school officials versus
the nroponents of fraternities, is gradual and assuredly assert-
ing its r i ght ful • nlace
,
an^ at the same time is .satisfying the
demands of the ma^iorlty of the students and winning their con-
fidence in the school faculty and a^lmini strst ors
.
1
It would appear, after an involved consideration of the
various elements entering into secret organizat i ons and the
consequent methods of handling them, that the indirect sub-
stitution method should be follo'.ved in combatting the problem
of the secret society in the high school. otrict obedience
should be sought from high school cupils by kind, humane, and
reasonable means. Students cannot logically be ordered to for-
sake all organizations at the high school age, and so school
authorities should provide club and society activities within
the school that would recognize all the legitimate and harm-
less elements which they would realize in a secret society,
literary societies should be offered in which some ray of so-
cial pleasure might enter. cchool faculty m^embers should en-
ter into pupils’ games, their parites, their dances, and their
receptions. Clubs from the musical, debating, dramatic, and
sub;iect matter school groups likewise should have the bene'^^it
l-”High School fraternities.'' glen ‘^erkins. School Heview,
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of faculty counsel. All these eleTients, v/ould not suffer
under faculty supervision and it should he provided for toth
the party end strictly educational meetings of high school
pupils. In other words, the author v,ould remove all legiti-
mate excuses for a secret society hy extra-curricular activ-
ities of the club type under school supervision. Intrinsic-
elly, such a system, can and does give due recognition to the
organizing tendency of the youthful high-school adolescent,
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vVith the purpose of obtaining an insight into the pre-
sent status of the secret society in the high school of to-
day, the author prepared and sent out a questionnaire on this
subject to the nrincipals of high schools in 'the larger cities
of England. Sixty-five letters, covering the questionn-
aire matter were sent out end forty-three replies were re-
ceived. The writer is of the opinion that the material ac-
quired from this 'Source, namely, the high schools of iTew Eng-
land, is highly practicable in nature and essentially truth-
ful in statement. The problem of this whole discussion sure-
ly can be viewed with a most scrutinizing and persrective
eye, if present conditions within high schools are exposed,
as the replies received in answer to the q'uest i onneire en-
deavor to accomplish. Only the larger cities of the IJew Eng-
land district were appealed to, but the sincerity and cooper-
ation of principals cannot be too highly appreciated.
The questionnaire sent out, seeking this information,
follows; 1. Eo secret societies made up wholly or in part
of high-school pupils exist in your community? Yes !To
2. If they do exist, is their influence felt in
the social or athletic life of the school Yes 5o
2. Bo you approve of the existence of such socie-
ties among high school cupils'^ Yes ITo
4. 'las your local school committee ever passed laws
against these societies? Yes liJo ’Vhen
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ty but have disappeared, how do you account for it?
6. Do you find a tendency among high school clubs
1 0 become snobb ish or undemocratic’’ fes !"0
7. iYhst steps do you take to keep the school acti-
vities democratic?
K 0 1 e
:
This inquiry regarding secret societies does
not include "honor" societies but is lirited to the tradi-
tional fraternities and sororities, either national or local.
In answer to the first question seeking whether or not
secret societies existed in high schools, there were results
of Yes 18, and No 27. Cne city reported a secret society in
existence, but in "a somnolent condition. ' .Another princi-
pal replied that "In our school we have three or four semi-
secret societies among the girls successors of the old
sorority. They escape the law by publishing their member-
ship, officers etc., on request. They have no official con-
nection with the school however."
To the second question as to the influence felt by se-
cret societies in the social and athletic life of the school,
there were four replies in the affirmative, and fourteen in
the negative.
Among the Sew England principals, as far as can be gauged
by their replies, school officials are decidedly opposed to
high school secret societies to the extent of thirty-four re-
plies in the negative and two in the affirmative. Several of
the replies had "no" underlined, and there were expressions
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Lsvvs pBSsed by local school committees against the frat-
ernity and sorority type of organization was the case in nine-
teen replied with twenty-one answering that no laws had been
passed by the local board. Among those cities of few England
having school board prohibitory pledges and resolutions against
high school secret societies, are the following cities, the
date of the enactment of such resolutions immediately follow-
ing the name of the city; Eitchburg /’191C^, Lowell, (1911^
Brockton (1912), .Chicopee falls (1915), Springfield, Mass.
(l9l6). Revere •1919), Providence, R. I. (1926), Pawtucket,
R. 1. (1929), Auburn, Me. (1929), Lewiston, Me. (1929^ and
Kew Bedford (195C). Other cities such as; Somerville, Melrose,
Pall River, Stamford, Conn., Bridgeport, Conn., Burlington, It..
Lewiston, Me., and Manchester, f. B. , making a total of nine-
teen, answered that they had such laws but did not give the
date of their enactment.
The general consensus of opinion in regard to why secret
societies that once existed in a community. Later disappearing,
as the fifth question imolies, was because of the growth of
extra-curricular, club activities within the school, and school
board regulations. ’’Cne existed in times back but was gradu-
ally crowded out by other interests,’’ ’’Cb.iect ionable and dis-
banded by school committee because it could not iustify exist-
ence, ’’ ’’Have been forced out because we have given much atten-
tion to nupils' social interest and have been successful in
Diomoting activities within the school,” are all comments of
interest, received. The states of Maine and Rhode Island,
have state la/.s against secret societies in the high school.
9ril ^^anhflSB a99J^la:»03 ^locilos. Ja&pX ^cf 6«faaq aw«I h
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Ansv.ers to question six, or information v/hethsr or not hi.-^h
school clubs tend to become snobbish or undemocratic brought
forth a ma,iority of thirty "no's" with only ten ansv^ering- in
the affirmative.
The last question dealing with the steps taken by high
school principals to keep their school activities democratic,
resulted in some very interesting and v/orthwhile comments.
The most representative and typical comments in answer to the
seventh question-are herewith produced:
School iitl reports, "1. Open all activities to all pupils who
do satisfactory scholastic work. 2. JIo dues, charged no
assessment. Z. Each activity has a faculty representative or
advisor to supervise."
School fj-ZS reports, "1. Absolute imnartiality in school elec-
tions. 2. Assigning to home rooms alphabetically. Z. Many
clubs which have all kinds o-!^ students. 4. Heterogeneous
grouping of rupils in classes (v-ie group by courses not accord-
ing to ability^"
School ffb reports, "A close spiiit of cooperation exists. If
anythin? appears that may develop into an evil, friendly con-
ferences between teachers and curils usually settle the matter
School ^12 reports, "Teachers themselves must be democratic
in their relations with each other and with their pupils.
Activities of all groups must be equally emphasized. Merit
must always be the basis of membership, not popularity or
personal distinction."
School ffS reports, "Close supervision of all elections in-
volving leadership in social, literary, musical and athletic
clubs and societies as well as class officers, pin and ring
committees, ohotogrtph committees etc. ’.Vhen cliques are found
they are investigated and their source determined. Private
dances end socials sometimes lead to the uncovering of secret
society activities."
School fZZ reports, "All clubs are along subject lines, e. g.
Math. Club, fom. £ci. Club, Lebating ^lub, etc. Eacn is under
direction of a teacher who sets as advisor."
School yl4 reports, "1. Selections club members made by
teachers and students. 2. Tise leadership often they take
the under orivlleoed student. Z. To special privileges to any
club."
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School jfll reports, '’Any pupil may .join e cluh v;hose scholer-
shir is S£tisfactory--th8t is, cessing in ell suhiects, clear
promotion previous year and has a mark of at least 7C cercent
in the subject to which the club is committed. ‘^"'or exemcle
,
to belong to the D'ebating, literary, or Dramatic club, the
pupil must have a mark of at least 75 in English. '"his is
College Certificate grade.’
School fZl reports, ''There is a feeling in 21ew daven that these
young people will form groups, nence need guidance. There
are about £c secret societies including Italian, Jewish and
Colored. In large numbers, one society cannot feel superior
to others. In other words societies are so numerous and' common,
little is thought about them. They are no orobiem. There is
a tendency to vie with one another to serve the school favorably'.’
There is an interesting contrast afforded when the situation
in the De?; Bedford, ;isss. High School is compared with the
discosition of the secret society question in the New Haven,
Ct . High School. The principal of the New Bedford High School
has said that secret societies are unwelcome and so, has mili-
tantly OT'posed their formation and existence. In New "^aven,
the principal believes in these societies and has a unique
system of handling them.within his school. The situation in
each city will be presented in turn on the basis of material
received by the questionnaire.
Ir. New Bedford, to make school activities democratic,
the rrincipel states that this is accomplished 'Through pupil
officers, teachers, and general supervision of a social Coun-
selor. A.ll try to foster a democratic soirit in all activi-
ties." To aid in ridding the Nev; Bedford High gehool of se-
cret societies, the following school deoartment viewnoint is
attached to every report card in the hign school and signed
by the nrincioal, 1. Walter '.Villiams-
'^B/TEF.NTTIES AWD SrPCHITIES- -A large number of states have
passed state laws prohibiting- fraternities and sororities in
their rub lie high schools. Almost every city in the United
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sororities. Jill school officisls know thst these societies
tend to divert memters from their studies, to out lo/alty to
a secret i2;roup above lovaltv to their school and aoproved
school 01 gani ze t i ons
,
to divide the school into rival cliques
thereby destroying: unity and harmony of action, and to render
it very difficult to cultivate the loyal democratic relations
which should exist amon.g cupils in American High schools.
The.y impair the intellectual, morel, and social life o^ a school.
"Cn January 1.^, 132^, the New Bedford School Committee
cassed the following rule;
"Cn end after this date no member of any school fratern-
ity or sorority, or any that may be construed as a school se-
cret society, or any school organization not aoproved by the
School Committee, shall be eligible for membership on any ath-
letic team, or any team representing the high school, or hold
any elective or appointive office in any organization represent-
ing the high school."
The High School faculty solicits the cooperation of every
narent and punil in the observance of this rule.
1. Princiral.
The New Haven situation is entirely a different proposi-
tion, for in the high school there are secret societies in ex-
istence. A pamphlet deals with an address to such societies
in the 2iew Haven High School, and the rules governing secret
societies as promulgated by school authority. Because s ich a
situation is unique in every respect within the New England
district, as far as the author's questionnaire could ascertain,
the pamphlet is reproduced in its entirety. It follows;
S'TCIETIES IN THE HAVEN HUH SCHfOI;
About twenty years ago, because of the nation wide re-
volt against secret societies in oublic high schools, the
Board of Education seriously considered abolishing them from
the New Haven High School. Public meetings were held, with
the outcome that the societies formulated rules to govern
themselves if allowed to remain. The rules wnich the societies
cledged themselves to observe oere acceptable to the Hoard of
loducation. These rules have proven satisfactory and the so-
cieties have enjoyed and acorecistsd the crivileges extended
them. V.'ith ^ew exceptions the societies have tried to repay
the privileges granted them by suooortin^ the school in its
work and play.
In return, the Principal and ’^acuity Committee to whose
hands the Board intrusts the management o''^ the societies,
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icslly. Technicsl and rEinoi infract! nns of the rales have
been settled with a sympathetic and helpful attitude toward
the societies.
Your societies are io general secret. The school off-
icials and public must therefore iudgs you first b’ any un-
favorable news or gossip concerning your orrenizat ions
;
second by the effect of your society upon the school; and
Lastly by such impressions, favorably or unfavorable, which
your society or its individuals ma’-^e om the standpoint
character, conduct, scholarship and atnietics.
It is most essential to cnoose your new members wisely;
to encourage satisfactory scholarship amonw your members and
participation in extra-curricular activities; to orooerly con-
duct yourselves in the hores opened to you for your meetings;
to piovide sucn safeguards at your public dances as to pro-
tect your good name and that of the school, especially by eli-
minating at once any disturbing individuals who may be present,
and by inviting your .carents to attend v/hen possible.
The societies and the school will thrive best when cor-
dial and c 0 - opera t i ve re lat i onsh ips exist between them. Ine
scnool authorities invite you to confer with them at ail
times, and insure you that such matters will always be treated
as strictly confidential.
January 16, 1131 C. I. KIESC'llIY?,
Principal
d'rVYKPIKI SECwET S'^CIETIYS
The following rules v/ere originally presented in HIT by
the societies for the Board of education's approval and adop-
tion. Ine original rules have remained unchanged, but other
rules have teen added by the Board of Kducation, chiefly rules
certain! ng to dances.
Wo pupil of the High School shall be pledged to, or elec-
ted to. any secret society in the school until the beginning
of the Junior year.
Wo pupil of the .High School shall be elected to any se-
cret society unless he or she shell have maintained up to the
day of his or her election, at least a "P" stand in ail stud-
ies end a satisfactory stand in deportment.
Wo member of the High School faculty shall join any se-
cret society of the High School without permission of the
Board of Zducation.
Before pledging a candidate the society must first sub-
mit the candidate's nsm.c
,
in writing, to the faculty Com-
mittee ‘’or approval. / candidate must not be pledged or
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The Faculty Comrittee ?;hose duties are to act on all
question? pertaining to membersh i p , shall be acpointed by the
Boaid of Fdacation.
Po action shall be taken on a candidate who has .lust en-
tered the school, or who may have conditions, until he has
snown his ability to carry all of the assigned work satisfac-
t or i ly
.
ITames of candiiates for approval should be presented dur-
ing toe 1st and Srd weeks of each month. -i-'he committee will
leport on these names on Thursdays at one o’clock, during the
2nd and 4th weeks of each month. fin September, due to the
rush at the opening of school, names are not to be submitted
before the Brd v.eek. )
All public initiations into the societies are forbidden.
All public dances given by clubs, societies, or classes
of the High School, shall close not later than twelve o’clock
midnight. (Saturday nights at 11; SC)
No public dance shall be held on an evening immediately
preceding a school day.
The Board of Education recommenis that all dances be
held in the school gymnasium, ’’/hen this hall is not desired
the Principal may approve of any other hall within the city
limits.
Tickets shall not be sold at the door, as care should be
taken in giving invitations. No return checks shall be allow-
ed at dances.
No dimming of lights shall be allowed.
The organization giving the dance shall have in attend-
ance a supervisor, who is approved by the principal, who may
dismiss any oo ject ionable individual. At least one member of
the High School Faculty shall be in attendance throuarhout the
dance. The Principal snail have authority to designate any
teechei for this purpose.
Whenever any entertainment, party, or dance, is contem-
plated by any High School organization, the High School Piin-
cipal should be notified by the organization as to the date
and general arrangements at least two weeks before the enter-
tainment, party, or dance, is to take place.
There shall be no public dances after May fiist of the
school year.
Addenda; About 1.^24, the societies expressed their dis-
approval of admitting '’stags'* to their dances, on the ground
that they were ’’cheap ^'ellows unwilling to assume the excense
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A Junior is one who hss thirty-eight or more points in-
cluding nine points in English.
The Board of Education holds the active memhers of etch
society responsihle for all the activities of the society,
whether under graduate or undergraduate auspices.
It would appear fiom the questionnaire and its results,
that it becomes tee duty of educators, first to see that no
legitimate cause or excuse for the existence of the secret
society remains in the high school organization to see tha
its legitimate organizing tendencies and social qualities be
supplied to the oupils through club activities, school social
functions, and an enlarged extra-curricular school nrogram,
all of these to be open for car t i ci oat i on to all the students
of the school, and at all times under faculty supervision.
Ko less is it the duty of school administrators and officials
to see that these undemocratic, disintegrating forms of the
organizing tendency, expressed in secret societies, be at
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The protlem of secret societies in the high school is
nresented in this discussion from the social asnect of those
forming the high school student body, from the experiences
of some of the larger high schools in dealing with this pro-
blem, and from an investigation into the benefits and hind-
rances of such societies to the high school at large. It is
highly necessary to examine the subject from these angles so
that it may be ascertained whether or not the secret society
is of distinct merit in making up the high school organiza-
tion, or whether rem.edial measures should be undertaken to
change its policies in some particulars, or finally whether
it is an evil of such proportions that it is deserving of
the most steadfast and continued opposition.
To obtain a necessary understanding of the question,
magazine material was studied at length, and a questionnaire
was sent out to principals of high schools in Hew England
dealing with the subject the combination of source mater-
ial and rractical questionnaire answers proving to be the
basis for this examination into the high -school secret so-
ciety problem.
secret societies long ago sprang up, as they do in the
present day, mainly because of the sociality characteris-
tic of the adolescent at the hig'n-school period. Eoj/s and
girls alike, have an inward craving for companionship and
association with others of their own age, with the result
that the fraternity and sorority type of organization, en-
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1312, & popular means of expressing this organizing teni--
eney on the psrt of some adolescents. Private meetings were
held in homes, in chapter houses, or other rented quarters--
all of these meetings being entirely outside and beyond school
supervision and authority.
That secret orders in high schools of the present day
are not a mere ideal on the part of a few, and that they ex-
ist in positive degrees is not the result o"^ con.lecture but
of truthful testimony on the part of principals , and superin-
tendants. Por that reason it is still deserving of careful
consideration b.y those directin'? the educating process of
the high school toy and girl.
Although, brief in character and in amount of material,
those who defend secret societies at the high school level
base their cause upon assertions that such societies tend to
gratify the organizing instinct, apnesse a desire for exclu-
siveness, and give a successful as well as highly necessary
imitation of college life for the student in the high school.
These things are accomplished, these proponents of the ques-
tion aver, in such a wa.y that secret orders in the high school
prove themselves beneficial to the individual oupil as well
as the school at large, and that scnool snirit, discipline,
and scholarship are assisted and increased along with certain
pupil friendships and loyalties.
The sorority, part icular 1,7 , its advocates ss.y, encourages
a healthy school spirit, a com.mendable social life, and that
the sororit.y through its older members affords guidance to
'•*’
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yoanger girls along v.'itb increasing a girls' life's happi-
ness.
The opposition to the fraternity and sorority in the
high school organization in this discassion is oased upon
antagonistic contentions that T)sintain that such societies
are unde-rocrat Ic
,
develop false standards of life, adverse-
ly affect school spirit and scholarship, "bring politics and
cliques within the school cornunity and its life, end that
the high-school period is far too youthful a one for these
societies if consideration is given to the unstableness of
/
moral standards and conduct to be found among such society
members
.
Secret society members are limited in number, have no
definite standards for admission, and are loyal to individ-
uals that make up the membership of the fraternity and sor-
ority. g’uthei'Tiore, members of these societies generally do
not consider the school at large, but allow their scholar-
ship records to suffer, indulge in political artifice and
cractices /. ithin the school, and participate at very many
of their meetings in shameful practices that tend to degen-
erate their moral character and spiritual outlook on life.
It is because of the overwhelming amount of testimony corr-
oborating these serious allegations rendered by impartial
school officials and authorities familiar with conditions
that the cause of opoosition to the secret society in the
high school is pronounced in sentiment, reliable in testi-
mony and lo-rical in thought and content.
\ I
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Evlf^ence concerning court iiti^&tione between the school
&nd the fr&tercity snd sorority type of organization is amply
presented in the Seattle, Chicago, Kansas City, and Spring-
field ^111.) cases. The Seattle case is quoted more exten-
sively than all the others, but the principles underlying such
a conflich at law between school officials and secret advo-
cates are the same in matter and form. These law cases from
their rulings give the school authorities the right to make
all reasonable and necessary rules within the school, to re-
quire obedience to these rules on the part of pupils inas-
much as high school pupils only conditionally have the nri-
vilege of school attendance. furthermore, these law cases
establish the princicle that if high school secret societies
are injurious to the interests of a school, they may be pro-
hibited end nuoil members of these societies may be suspended
or excelled, or denied any and all privileges except those of
the classroom.
The methods employed by school authorities in dealing
with secret societies within the high school are of three cat-
egories, namely, fl) The absolute prohibition method, (2) the
laissez-faire method, f 2 ' and the method of indirect substi-
tution. -^he absolute prohibition method is accomplished by
'local prohibitory cledges and rulings against secret societies.
The laissez-faire method, generally followed by parents, is
essentially one of non-interference, or a "hands off" policy
for everybody concerned toward these societies. The method
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Gluts snd social activities under school supervision in
plgce of the secret society. Parents have furnished violent
opposition to the prohibition method and lawsuits have teen
the result. A careless and selfish philosophy emoLoyed by
carents toward their children has teen a main force behind
the laissez-faire method. The ma.iority of schools have taken
to the method of indirect substitution which has for its pur-
pose the educational enoblement of the pupil’s character,
and so it has woh 7, idespiead favor in modern hirh schools.
The questionnaire, prepared and sent out ty the author
to principals of high schools in iiew England, gives a truth-
ful picture of present day conditions in these high schools.
Practical answers have testified that although secret so-
cieties do ezist in some communities an eztra-curricular pro-
gram that includes club activities, school social functions,
end faculty supervision f’or all has resulted in raoidly mak-
ing the problem of the secret society within the high school
organization less liable, and justifiable of existence. Such
an extra-curricular program, essentially democratic in scope
and principle, can but result, these orincicals testify, in
breaking down many trivial social barriers in schools having
secret societies. jurthermore, many personal experiences
are pleasantly promoted and enlarged in proper environment
under wholesome supervision.
An appendix together with an annotated bibliography pre-
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In convention the NstionsI Educational Association, in
19C5, Efter a c ommi t ee investigation on the suh^iect, cassed
the following resolutions opposing the existence and essen-
tial elements of high school secret societies. Because they
represent the consensus of opinion of educators at the con-
vention they are herewith reproduced. The convention passed














they are subversive to the principles of dem-
ocracy, which should prevail in public schools;
they stirup strife and contention;
they are. selfish end tend to narrow the minds
and sympathies of pupils;
they ai e snobbish;
they dissipate energy and proper ambition;
they set up wrong standards;
rewards are not based on Tisrit, but on frat-
ernity vows;
they inculcate a feeling of self-sufficiency;
secondaiy school boys are too young for club
1 i fe
;
they are expensive and foster habits of extra-
vagance
;
they bring politics into the legitimate or-
ganization of the school;
they detract interest from study; and,
all legitimate elements for good, either so-
cial, moral or intellectual which these so-
cieties claim to possess can better be supp-
lied to the TDupils at large in the form of
literary societies and clubs under the sanc-
tion and supervision of faculties. Each of
these reasons v/ith the possible exception of
the scholarship clause, could be proved in a
comparatively large number O'’’ cases if time
n e r m i 1 1 e d . "
1
In dealing with the problem of the high school secret
society, local school boards have tried by prohibitory stu-
dent pledges and rulings to outlaw its existence within a
l-"ArguTents against High School
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perticulsr community. In replies to & personal questionnaire
sent out ty the author he has received two of these nledges,
those in force in Toweil and Brockton, Massachusetts. They
are similar to pledges and rulings made by school boards the
country over in their oprosition to the high school fratern-
ity and sorority. The first of these oledges, that in force
in I" owe 11, follows;
TC PPrS^E^TI^E STUDENTS
Cn February 27, IJll, the Dowell School Committee voted
that all fraternities and other secret societies in the Uigh
School be abolished on the ground that such organizations
are undemocratic, tend to promote class distinctions and are
harmful alike to the school and the students themselves.
As you are about to become a student in the Uigh School,
the School Committee rev-^ests that you subscribe to the follow-
ing agreement and statement, and asks that your '"'ather or
guardian endorse the same.
I hereby agree not to become a member of any fraternity,
sorority, or other secret society connected with the lowell
High School. I also declare that I am not a member of any
fraternity, sorority or any other secret society connected
with the lowell Uigh School, comcosed in whole or in part of
Uigh School students. I fully understand that any violation
of the above agreement and statement will lead to my exclusion
from the Uigh School.
Signed
^upi 1
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RESrUTI'^JI C? THE SCH'^PI H'^A-D C?
JAF. 16, 1312, P.S3AFLIFJ SECPET CP JAFIZATIOFS.
Iherees the School Board believes that school fratern-
ities, sororities, or othei secret school organizations still
exist, and that their existence is detrinental to the true
democratic spirit which should prevail in a public school; and
'.Vhereas this CoTimittee reiterates its opinion as express-
ed in its resolution of iviay 26, 1311.
BE IT XCVED
,
that on and after this date no membei of a
school fraternity, sorority, or other secret school organi-
zation or w'hat may be construed as a secret school organiza-
tion by the School Board, shall be eligible for any apnoint-
ive class or school office, or any elective or appointive or
scholastic class or school honor, --the right of dinloma for
graduation excepted.
All candidates for .these positions, in order to qualify,
shall prove their eligibility to the satisfaction of the
School Board.
I, the undersigned, hereby declare
that 1 am not a member of a School Fraternity, Sorority, or
other secret organization, or what may be construed as a
secret organization.
If I should decide to .loin any such
organization, I will notify the lead Master of the High School
before doing so
.
1 have read the resolution of the
School Board and as I understand it, I am eligible to hold
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. C. "jree’-^ letter Societies; A Menace or a Help?”
Educa. XXIX, fCct. 19C7) pp . 85,27.
A short article dealing with Ireek letter
societies and their lack of democratic prin-
cinles, school spirit, provoking elements.
. C. "Hi^-h School fraternities." IJation, '^XXXVII,
'Cct. 8, 13C'8) pp. ZZr-1.
Concerned with the evil of these societies
for the immature. fpnosss war on the secret
society, and pleads for home assistance.
C. A. "Are fraternities fraternal?" Century, IXXVIII,
Uug. 19C9) op. 641-2.
Shov/s lack of fraternities in affordin-’-
praisworthy association for the high school
youth.
E., "Extract from Proceedings of Eoerd of Education,
19r7-8, Irend Fapids, Mich., pp. 272-9.
A valuable and practical discussion of
the problem as it existed, covering a study
of the law, parents attitude, history, and




"Another fraternity Bow." Journal of Educs.,
IX7I, fNov. 28, 19C7) pp . 567-8.
An historical a«:GOunt of a disturbance
in little falls, Kew fork, in which fratern-
ity members destroyed school property.
"Boards of Education and 'ligh School fratern-
ities." Scnool Society, XXII, ^Sept. 13,1325)
pp. 562-3.
Discusses Washington case of 1321, Dan-
sing, Mich., East Orange, !T. J., cases but
only in a casual newsrsner style and so lack-
ing in value.
"Decision of the Supreme Court of Illinois on
Bigh School fraternities." School Be view, XXXI
(May 1323) rp . 332-3.
A valuable resume of the Springfield, 111.
case, with extensive lav/ orincioles outlined.
"Discussion of High School fraternities and Sor-
orities." Elementary School Teacher f3er)t.l3^5^
XXII, pp. 47-54.
A parents committee nresents enlightening
briefs containing reasons both for and against
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"Fraternities in the District of Columbia
Schools." Scnool and Society, /XII, ^Sept. E6
,
1 2 5 ) p . 403.
An editorial of a 'Vashin^ton newspaper
that unconclusive ly states the fraternity pio-
blem in ’.Vashin^ton and relates vaguely of
parents rights in the question.
"Hi^h School fraternities." School Eeview, XXXI
f:day 1923) pp. 33C-1.
A short and incomplete statement concern-
ing 3 few results of law cases on the sub.iect.
"High School fraternities; Opposition." Eel.
Sduca., VII, ^ June 1912) pp. 251-2.
Basis opposition mainly on fact that so-
cieties of this type are undemocratic and de-
velop caste feeling.
"High School Fraternities and Democracy." Fd
.
Eev., IXVII, (March 1924^ pp. 157-8.
Contends that secret societies have not
been legislated out, but must be superceded
by democratic societies and clubs in the high
school
.
"Problems of Eliminating Hign School fratern-
ities." Sch. Eev., aXI, ("'eb. 1913^ pp . 141-2.
A valuable article dealing with law on
question in Indiana, Chicago, Hew York, and
action of ^hi Delta Theta fraternity.
"Problem of Hii?h School Fraternities in H. Y.
City." Sch- Eev., aXXVI, ^March 1928) pp. 172-3.
A pertinent article, explaining present
conditions, and experience in IT. Y. '"ity
schools
.
C. "Decision in Seattle High School Fraternity
Case." H. S. Bur. Ed. rul. 3, 1JC6, pp . 136-41.
Extensively deals with Seattle case and
stresses importance of the findings.
"Farce, Tragedy, and Statesmanship." Everybody's
:ai, (Aug. '1909) pp. 173-33.
One of the best articles on secret so-
cieties, giving a valuable table showing effect
of such societies on scholarship of ^embers.
"Secret Societies in Hi^h Schools." Educa. Eev.
XIIII, (Feb. 1912' pp.'l63-92.
Discusses the whole question from every
angle and takes the view that prohibition is
enough to employ against such societies.
J . , "Fraterr. i ties and Sororities in High School life'.’
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Sat. ^i''€, X/Iir, fJan. 1314' pp. 21-2.
A general treatment of the subject, stress-




" Organ izat ion veisus an Aggr ogat ion . ” ?.l. Sch .
Teacher, V, CMay 1305^ pp. 576-32.
Concerned with genesis of fraternities,
and influence of a group relationship! o " this
type in relation to the welfare of the school
as a social whole.
. ?/
.
’’Pr ob lems of Poyhood.” Bib. Tor id, XLIII, ^ June
14, 1314' pp. 233-401.
This article writes of edolesence and the
national formation of groups at that time
opposed to secret societies because they are
undemocrat i c
.
I., "Evils of Jirls’ Secret Societies." Ladies H. J.
XXJ/, rcct. 13C7) p. 26.
The chief objection this article offers
to the soroiity is that it is undemocratic,
un-Christian influences encountered by girls
in such societies.
P. B . "Secondary School fraternities not a Pact in
Leterminin’ Scholarship." Sch. P.ev., XIII,
(March 1301) pp. 272-4.
Defends fraternities, say that scholar-
ship will suffer, if it is to be low, only
because of the inferior intelligence of nup-
ils as 8 whole.
,
"Are Secret Societies a Danger to Cur Tirh
Schools?" Pev. of Fevs., XXXVI, 'Sent. 13^7)
pp. 238-41.
A valuable article that discusses the
Xansas Citv law case, politics, immorality
and undemocratic actions of secret societies.
3. B. "Secret fraternities in nigh Schools." fat.
Educ. Assn. 13''4, pp. 484-31.
Perhaps is the first exponent of the in-
direct substitution method and asks for dem-
ocratic school societies and under faculty
superv i s i on
.
3. B. "Social Stoics in Bi^h School '^ife." Sch. Fev.
XIII, ^May 13C5) ppT 261-7C.
Contains results of a questionnaire and
points out that there is no legitimate excuse
for the existence of fraternities.
Cwen, W. B., "The Problem of the High School fraternity Tt
-.‘iSB'ile* ,»0 ‘trfofl ^t(i Xpys^^v ^ r
J- 1c IffV' 641 '*
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School Eev., aIV, (Sept. 19C6) pp. 49E-5C4.
k stady of the entire orohlem, stressing
its andemocrat ic features and recomnend ing
.Ti€thoi of orohihition against the secret so-
ciety.
Perkins, }. C. ’’SLi-ninat i on of fraternities and Sororities in




(March 1923) pp . 224-6.
Jives cractical results of cluhs for-ned
to co.nbat the secret societies and actual
account of how these clubs worked out.
Perkins, J. C. "High School fraternities Jgain." Sch. ?ev.,
XXXI V, ^Apr. 1926) pp . 277-83.
Relates of trouble concerning secret so-
cieties in San Diego and tells of success
that clubs have enjoyed in Dverconaing secret
society lesistence.
Russell, J., "The Jolden A?e." Delineator, IXX7III, pn. 224,
3C1, (Cot. ll, 1911).
A short story writer in picturesque fash-
ion relates of the aristocratic soirit surround-
i ng the sorority
.
Seeyle, I. C., "Influence of Sororities." ladies H. J., ^Seot.
19C71 p. 67.
Discusses sororities but is especially
valuable for a concise explanation of the
Seattle law case.
Smith, S. E., "Influence of fraternities in Secondary Schools’.’
Sch. Eev., XIll, ''Jan. 1935^ pp . 1-10.
Jives detailed list of arguments against
secret societies as found by inve st igat ing
»
committee around Chicago, 1935.
Travell, I. IV., "Secret Societies." J. fduca., LX7II, (June 11,
•1908) p. 651.
Discusses adequately evils of secret so-
cieties and club work is praised as set up
in the Plainfield, 0. J. High School.
Travis, S. S.
,
"Arguments Against High School fraternities."
fduca.
,
aXIX, (April 19''9) pp. 517-27.
Presents a study of the results of a
questionnaire sent out by the fat. Educ. Coram.
of 19C4, with interpretation of answers.
7?ells, A. E., "Secret Societies in Hio-h Schools." J. Hduca.,
TaXIII, (Jan. 5, lJll)''cp. 1-9.
An article that comes out for the sub-
stitution method and opposes more secret so-
ciety legislation for this author claims the
need for social outlet must be recognized.
Scui^avJ’a ,«9Xtf^iCf''’9»H^'i« \50^a_l.,‘ =. Crr
4]HJiM_
.
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Tettric^, 3. J., ’’Courts and the "iijh School ?raternities
.
'//oriel Today, XIX, rsec. 1;^!'^) pp. 1237-42.
A nost exceileut article on lew cases
of the subject, dealintf with the Chicago
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